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THE J3CL NEWS

Wednesday, April 17,1985

Burglaries
increasing
by Ellen Zimmerll
staff reporter
As one of the most frequent
crimes on campus, the number
of burglaries in residence halls
is increasing.
The numbers are up from last
year.
In 1964, there were 12 thefts
reported for the month of January, nine in February, three in
March and 10 for the month of
April.
This year, there were 15 reported thefts in January, 12 in
February, nine in March. As of
yesterday, there were 10 reported for this month.
Bill Bess, director of Public
Safety, called the thefts "crimes
of opportunity."
Bess said people leave messages on the door for their
friends, almost inviting burglars
into their rooms. As an example,
he said, "Judy, I'm in the
lounge. The door's unlocked,
c'mon in."
In most cases the doors are
left unlocked and whatever is
stolen is "something that is easily lifted," he said.
Wallets, food coupon books,
money and jewelry are the
items that are most often stolen.
"I REALLY don't know what
further steps we can take,"
Charlotte Starnes, director of
the Crime Prevention program,
said.
She said resident advisers
have participated in a program
where they place "ripped: off"
cards in students rooms that
they find unlocked with no one in

Accused
Nazi faces
charges

them. The cards, which read
"You could have been ripped
off," are left in a visible place so
the student may realize what
can happen if they continue to
leave their doors unlocked.

CLEVELAND (AP) -Accused Nazi death camp guard
John Demjanuk remained in
custody yesterday, awaiting extradition to Israel next month to
face murder charges in the
ieaths of thousands of Jews
during World War II.
A supporter said Demjanjuk's
family was "torn apart'' by the
decision to jail him, and: one
daughter termed it "genocide."

"We are asking the students
to protect their property by
keeping their doors locked even
if they are leaving their room for
a very short time like going to
the bathroom, across the hall,
down the hall or next door, because that's all the time it takes
to be ripped off," Starnes said.
Students may ioin Operation
Identification, where they can
mark their personal property or
engrave valuables with their
name. That may assist officers
in locating anything that is stolen, she said.
Bess said the clearance rate
for dorm thefts is 20 to 30 percent. He noted that it depends on
what is stolen, how good the
victim is in remembering any
information that may help, and
their willingness to get involved.
On two separate occasions.
Public Safety has recorded
thefts that have occurred five
days
in a row.
r
'Once they get in the dorm
and they meet friends, they relax more. We can't even say its
people within the dorm involved.
It could be outsiders. We iust
don't know. But we do know that
the act happens just too often,"
Starnes said.
She said many times one will
leave the door open for the other
roommate. But this is unnecessary because a lock-out key is
available at the front desk.

Demjanjuk, 65, was taken into
custody by federal marshals
Monday after U.S. District
Judge Frank Battisti approved
Israel's request to extradite
Demjanjuk. The retired autoworker had been free on bond
since Israel issued an arrest
warrant in 1963 charging Demanjuk with the murders of
thousands of Jews at a Treblinka. Poland, death camp operated by the Nazis during World
Warn.
Demjanjuk is being held at
Cuyahoga County jail tor federal
authorities, Louis Kulis, chief of
operations for the jail, confirmed yesterday.
Cleveland travel agent Jerome Brentar, a supporter of
Demjanjuk, said Demjanjuk's
wife and three children are distraught over the judge's decision and Demjanjuk's
imprisonment.
"The family is quite torn
apart," Brentar said. '"The family thought they would have at
least permitted (Demjanjuk) to
be at borne (while the appeals
are heard.)"

Quorum lost

DEMJANJUK'S ATTORNEY
Mark O'Connor has appealed
Battisti's refusal to reconsider
his 1961 decision that stripped
Demjanjuk of his U.S. citizenship. Battisti ruled that
Demjanjuk lied on his 1952 immigration papers to conceal his
past as a death camp guard.

Faculty Senate gains ground
by Don Lee

staff reporter
Faculty Senate gained a little more ground yesterday in the
consideration of recommendations for improving the faculty grievance procedure, but before it could vote on the last three sections, its
quorum walked out.
By the time the Senate was ready to vote on the last three sections
of the Committee to Evaluate the Grievance Arbitration Procedures
(CEGAP) report, enough senators had left the meeting that the
Senate was three members short of the 39-member quorum needed
to vote.
When the motion to adjourn was made, it was not known whether
there was a quorum because of a dispute over which members were
counted in determining a quorum.
"If you've lost half the senators before you take a vote, it casts a
doubt ... we don't want suspicions or doubts that something
important was being railroaded through the Senate," Art Neal,
Senate chairman, said.
The Senate voted to amend some of the CEGAP recommendations
for changes to the University Charter dealing with the function and
operation of the Faculty Personnel Conciliation Committee, hand• See Senate, page 4
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Demjanuk has denied aiding
the Nazis. A native of the Ukraine, Demjanjuk said he was
captured by the Germans while
serving in the Soviet Army and
was held as a prisoner of war.
His eldest daughter, Lydia, 35,
made a statement Monday night
for the family from their suburban Seven Hills home.

Preferred parking

Barb Schilling, sophomore music educ
ucation
Hall parking lot yesterday

BG News/Phil Masturzo
major, reserves time to read the day's mail in the Hanna

"This is genocide," she said of
the extradition.
She said the charges that her
father was a notorious guard
knows as "Ivan the Terrible"
were "all lies, fraud. If people
knew the truth, my father would
be free."

Master Teacher creative Senate to vote
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter
One might think the winner of
this year's Alumni Association
Master Teacher Award would be
found only in the classroom.
But Carl Holmberg, assistant
professor of speech communication, is also at home in the Falcon's Nest or at the Rec Center anywhere that he is surrounded
by students.
Holmberg was selected from
175 nominees to receive the Master Teacher Award, which is
awarded annually in recognition
for outstanding work in the
classroom. Five other professors were recognized as finalists.
Finalists included Elliot
Blinn, chemistry; M. Neil
Browne, economics; Ernest
Champion, ethnic studies; Harold Fisher, journalism; and
John Piper, health, physical education ana recreation.
Holmberg, who has taught at
the University for three years,
will have his name engraved on
a plaque in the Mileu Alumni
Center and will receive a $1,000
award. Before coming to Bowling Green, he taught at a branch
campus of Perm State and at an
Ohio correctional facility. He
received his master's degree
from the University of Chicago,
and his Ph.D. from Ohio University.
AS A prof essor of speech communication, Holmberg said he

constantly faces the challenge of
making a subject that dates
back 2,500 years exciting.
Holmberg said he tries to apply the knowledge he gains from
observation of students outside
the classroom to his teaching.
"I see students playing irisbee or hacky-sack and doing
incredibly intrinsic things with
their minds and bodies all day
long," he said. "But when they

Carl Holmberg

walk into a classroom they are
suddenly inhibited."
He tries to overcome these
inhibitions through creative teaching methods. Although he has
known he wanted to be a teacher
since he was young, Holmberg
now sees himself as more of a
creative artist than a teacher.
He tries constantly to bring a
non-traditional approach to the
classroom. For example, he be-

Photo/Uz Allen

gins a lecture on the importance
of facial expressions by jumping
up on a desk and asking his class
to sneer at him like Billy Idol
would.
"Students who might normally feel inhibited or odd if I
simply told them to sneer feel
more comfortable with this approach," he said. "I am of the
opinion that there will be no
failures as long as the teaching
is good," he said. "If education
isn't fun then it's time for the
teachers to start learning
again."
As a teacher, Holmberg says
he has somewhat selfish motives. "I have to fine-tune my
skills to adapt to a wide variety
of people which makes me a
better professional," he said.
"But when I approach a class as
a teacher, it doesn't jell. So I
approach it as a creative artist."
Most of all, Holmberg said he
tries to bring students out of
their shells and get them to
believe in themselves. "They
need to know that they are OK,1'
be said. "People get bad grades
and don't feel that people are
Bring much attention to them. I
' to get them to believe in
themselves."
Holmberg summed up his
feelings about the teaching profession in a letter to the Master
Teacher selection committee.
"What I like best is seeing a
smile where previously there
was anxiety or apathy.'

by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter
Philip Mason said last week that the University's amendment to
the state's budget bill still had many hurdles to overcome. Monday,
it cleared the highest of those hurdles and is going strong.
Mason, executive assistant to University President PauToiscamp,
said supplemental housebill 238, which included the University s
amendment as well as six other amendments pertaining to higher
education, passed the floor of the Ohio House of Representatives
Monday.
The amendment would give the University $550,000 toward the
construction of the planned addition to the Business Administration
Building.
That money would compensate for some of the $730,000 the
University would have to pay under Housebill 798, which requires
that 20 percent of all new construction be paid by the University.
He said the supplemental bill passed by a 60 to 36 margin. It
needed only a majority vote to pass.
FROM THIS point, Mason said the bill will go to the Senate
Finance Committee (SFC), the floor of the Senate, a conference
committee made up of members of both bodies, and lastly to Gov.
Richard Celeste. He said any of the amendments, including the
University's, can be eliminated at any of these points.
Mason said he and Olscamp are optimistic about the bill's chances
because he considered the floor of the House as its major obstacle.
He said the SFC will consider the bill early in June and, although
the budget is supposed to be finished by June 30, he doesn't think it
will be.
"There is a high probability that they (the Ohio Legislature) will
have at least one. perhaps two or three interim budgets," Mason
said. The interim budgets would serve as a short-term replacement
until the final budget can be worked out. He said an interim budget
can last up to 30 days and does not necessarily have to be the same as
the previous budget.
Mason said the longer it takes for the budget to pass through all
the channels, the longer the B.A. construction will be delayed. He
said construction would begin "as soon as it is feasible."
He said if the University does get the money through the state
budget, the other $180,000 needed for the construction would be
provided either through the state's capital budget, which is made
during the next legislative session, or through private fund-raising.
He said reducing the size of the B.A. addition would only be done as a
last resort.
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Controversial tenure case

—Editorial- A history of disappointment
Right choice

The Reagan administration made a major decision in the area of life and death on Monday.
Fortunately, it chose life.
By ordering doctors and hospitals to provide
medically necessary treatment for severely handicapped babies - except in cases where death
appears inevitable - the government is establishing
protection of the rights of disabled infants.
The regulations specify three cases in which
doctors are justified in withholding medical treatment:
• When the infant is chronically and irreversibly
comatose;
• When treatment merely prolongs an inevitable
death;
,, ,
a
• When treatment is so extreme and so likely to
be futile that it becomes inhumane to administer it.
The rules are called "Baby Doe" rules because of
a highly publicized 1982 case in Bloomington, Ind.,
in wnich treatment was withheld from a newborn
infant suffering severe handicaps.
We realize there are possibilities for abuse of the
ruling. For example, parents who really want their
child to live coula pretend as though they didn't so
that the government would pay forthe continuation
of medication. The cost of raising a severely
handicapped child is, after all. considerable.
Yet, as in other welfare systems, some abuse of
the system is unavoidable and worth the greater
good of saving children's lives.
We agree with the Reagan administration that
parents shouldn't have the right to choose whether
their infant lives or dies solely on the basis of being
handicapped. Allowing such decisions could lead to
a new and inhumane form of birth control - withholding treatment from infants.
The Reagan administration shouldn't stop here,
however. If government insists on the continuation
of life, then it should provide additional, needed
help to poor families so they can raise their handicapped child.
That would add practicality to morality.

by Patricia Remmlngton
As a professor denied tenure
in what many perceived as an
inequitable process, I received
"media" coverage last semester. For a short time I became
what some refer to as a cause
celebre. Thus, a number of
Bowling Green residents and
University students have followed the case and I am frequently asked about its
outcome. I would like to take
this opportunity to tell . . . the
end of the story.
This column is also prompted
by my role as an educator which
is soon to end. Universities are
sometimes accused of ill-preparing their students for reality
outside the ivory tower of academia. My 10 years as an undergraduate, M.A. and doctoral
student unfortunately did not
provide me with the knowledge
of the politics, inequities and
game playing necessary for survival. Instead, naively, I entered
the Job market with two intrinsic
beliefs which have been proven
to be false.
• Follow the rules; do what is
expected of you as well as you
can and you will not fail.

• The concepts of humanism
and justice are present in our
society. My experiences at
Bowling Green State University
have illustrated that these values are not always normative.
Perhaps by sharing the lesson,
someone will be spared the disillusionment that I have experienced.
The chronicle of my life in the
past year reads somewhat like
the script of a soap opera. For
the 5tt years prior to March
1984,1 had received only positive
departmental feedback on my
work; excellent student evaluations and external reviews. I
would have predicted a secure
future in Bowling Green.
THEN:
• March 16, 1984 - Despite
unanimous tenure recommendations by my department, College
of Arts and Sciences denies my
tenure. (I feel shock, anger and
disbelief. This can't be happening.)
• April 1984 - College agrees to
reconsider based on additional
external reviews.
• May 1984 - Three more positive external reviews are submitted to the college. (Everyone

There has been an amazing
amount of response recently to
Dianna Borsi's letter in which
she expresses her anger at an
incident which she defines as
sexist. The letters responding to
Ms. Borsi's feelings strike me as
being honest reactions, yet they
display a lack of understanding
of the motivation behind the
original complaint.

The

edness of incidents work together to oppress all women,
even those of us who may have
never recognized it in our own
lives.
As a feminist I often think of
that heightened awareness as a
burden, since it seems as though
a day (sometimes an hour)
never goes by without having to
face something which offends or
hurts me. Most of these things
are not intended to be derogatory or harmful, but are habits,
traditions or ways of thinking
which reflect our culture's bias.
It is a tremendous energy
drain to deal with these things so
frequently, but I can't help it.
Ana I don't want to change,
because I feel strongly that my
vision of a better world would
indeed be better, for all of us. At
times, though, I have to let my
anger show and try to make
change so that I can live with
myseu
It is hard these days to fight
sexism on campus, especially
when feminism has a bad name
(given to us by the media) and
Women for Women is so disdained by so many who don't
take time to think before they
condemn.
As we white, college-educated, middle-class women
"make strides," millions of
women without these privileges
are not. Cannot. It's a scary and
difficult thing to align yourself
with others, some of whom are
very different from you. But it is
necessary and urgent. We must
support Dianna Borsi, or at the
least, try to understand and
have compassion for her. She is
at the beginning of a very long
road, but like many, many others, has a glimpse of the end that
just might make the trip worthwhile.

Sexism is a symptom of society whose twisted values allow
it to exist. It is not simply, as
Mr. Stan! wrote, "a prejudice or
discrimination based on sex." I
wish it were that simple, because it would be much easier to
pinpoint and eradicate. Sexism,
rather, is one small part of the
very complex network which
perpetuates the oppression of
women, created by the power
structure of this white male system. Other tools used to oppress
women include isolation, economic dependency, erasure of
history and culture, physical
violence, and lack of validation
without proven association with
men.
If, then, the incident which
Ms. Borsi described was sexist,
we must realize that it cannot be
analyzed as simply one isolated
occurrence, but as a small piece
in a larger puzzle. This puzzle
includes rape, domestic violence, unequal pay and discriminatory laws.
Feminists see these pieces as
part of the whole; once our Rochella Thorpe is a senior arts
awareness has been heightened, management major from Toit is clear how the interconnect- ledo.
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• October 1984 - VPAA votes
against my tenure.
• November 1984 - President
and Board of Trustees vote
against me.
These events were accompanied by and/or followed by: faculty letters on my behalf; a USG
resolution asking the president
to reconsider; press coverage;
local and state AAUP recommendations on my behalf; and
much informal show of support.
Firing someone who was told all
along that she was doing a good
job seemed to evoke strong reacI battled the March 1984 decision according to the process
outlined in the charter and
thought that justice would
emerge the victor. Such naivete
... I now believe that administrators had made their decisions
last spring. The entire grievance
procedure was farcical and an
exercise in futility.
False rumors mysteriously
began to spread, slandering me
both professionally and personally. The opposing side appears
to have played dirty while I
painstakingly followed the rules.
The ground swell of support
peaked and then waned as their
voices were unheard.

Consider the struggle
by Rochella Thorp*

optimistic; can't see how college
can deny me again.)
• July 1964-College denies me
again. (Just feel numb. Supporters say, "Don't worry. Now you
have five out of five positive
external reviews. Take it to
FPCC")
• August 1984 - Come home
from a meeting and discover
that my husband has moved out.
He left the car, furniture and
children. (How can this happen
NOW?)
• September 1984 - My day in
court! After weeks of pre
tion, FPCC hearing takes I
Rules unanimously in my I
(Sweet taste of victory
short-lived justice.)

MOST

iNsceuTABLe tuesE jftP*.roe«e IEAC* COUC«6IOM6

One might theorize about why
this happened. Some say sexIsm. In my years at BGSU, I
have been sexually harrassed on
many occasions and have been
treated with professional disrespect through sexual innuendo to
a degree that shows it is indeed
difficult for some to take female
scholars seriously.
From being introduced to the
College of Arts and Sciences
faculty as a former playboy
bunny centerfold (not true!) to

having my rear end patted by a
male faculty member, my arm
massaged during a University
committee meeting, to being
told by an administrator (who
has been instrumental in my
professional demise) how
''young and attractive" I am...
to much more, the prevalent
climate of sexism on campus
has been abundantly clear to
me. As an advocate for women
and feminism during my extensive involvement on University
committees, perhaps I earned
the dubious label of "Women's
Libber."
Some speculate that I am just
a victim of a defective process
which may now change - the
sacrificial lamb theory. A few
must be sacrificed for the good
of the many. Advocates of this
perspective assure me that my
''case" has resulted in longterm ameliorative strides. No
one in the future, they say, will
be permitted five years of positive feedback and then dismissal. Unfortunately, this does
not pay the bills or feed my
The reason is largely irrelevant for me today - as a person as a single parent with three
small children, stigmatized by a
tenure denial - soon to be unemployed. I will take my children
and get geographic distance between us and this town. Perhaps
I will do some freelance writing
- a series of articles on injustice
toward women - or maybe law
school?
It would be easy to be bitter.
Fortunately, most of the time I
subscribe to a belief - call it
fatalism - that life's events occur for a reason. One door closes
and another will open. I try to
maintain an optimistic attitude.
I can look in the mirror and like
what I see - a woman who did
her Job the best she could
according to the rules.
As long as I accept the lesson
underlying the past year - the
lesson I wish to pass on to you as
my final gesture as an educator,
I can remain relatively serene in
the midst of the turmoil. It's a
simple lesson, but difficult for
me to accept since so much of
my idealistic orientation contradicts it. LIFE IS QUITE SIMPLY NOT FAIR!
Patricia Remmington is an assistant professor of ethnic studies.

Letters
April Fool's joke
will leave a scar
As April 1 approaches,
many people are prone to pull
little harmless practical jokes
on their friends and while many
people enjoy pulling and receiving these jokes, there are some
times when a few individuals go
one step beyond.
Such a case happened in
McDonald East around 11 p.m.
on April 1, when three resident
advisors announced that a tornado had been sighted and was
moving toward campus. They
advised the residents to open
their windows and report to the
first Door lounge. A few minutes
later, the terrified residents
were shocked to hear "APRIL
FOOL!!!" accompanied by
much shrill giggling.
In light of the recent
weather and the fact that April
is National Tornado Month,
many of the residents of McDonald East, most of whom were
holding valuables and crying,
thought this "harmless" prank
was not funny at all.
Due to the lack of sensitivity
and subsequent stupidity of the
individuals who pulled this
"harmless" prank, we believe
that such actions should not go
unnoticed. The possibilities of
what could have happened if
there was a tornado are quite
obvious: loss of life, personal
Injury, and property damage to
name a few.
But in the chaotic atmosphere of this "harmless" prank
these individuals thought "nobody would believe," these possibllitlea could have
materialized as well. It is a good
thing that nothing of that nature
happened - other than some

McDonald East residents feeling extremely upset and very
angry.
These individuals responsible do not represent what a
resident adviser is supposed to
be. The foolish immaturity displayed on April 1 is, for many
people, "the last straw." If they
wanted to stir things up, we are
certain that something a little
less drastic would have sufficed.
But announcing the possibility of
a major catastrophe is insensitive and cruel.
For those people who have
seen tornados and what they can
do, the insensitivity of these
people is inexcusable. Obviously, the three do not live in
tornado areas, because if they
knew, they would have realized
just what was at stake.
Now April 1 has passed and
the "APRIL FOOL!!!" jokes
are shelved for another year.
But April 1, 1985 for McDonald
East Is certain to be remembered for years to come - as a
scar on its reputation.
Laura SUpanclch
444 McDonald East

Ah, quiet at last
For the first time in many
years, I would like to thank the
administration and give them
the credit that they deserve for
turning off the bell tower. Finally, I am able to sleep in peace
without being awakened every
hour and every half hour by that
obnoxious bell tower. Having it
located just outside your bedroom window Is enough to drive
anyone up the wall. But it sure is
peaceful now.
Most of you right now are
probably sayms/'Hey what's be
talking about? The bell tower is
a valuable part of this school."

When I was a freshman and
lived halfway across the campus, I thought it was the greatest
mine too. Imagine having the
bell tower located in the center
of Founder's courtyard or better
yet right in the middle of Mac
Beach. Trust me, you would
never have to set your alarm
clock. Now you can understand
the agony that we had to go
through every morning but ah
... not anymore.
The bell tower should only be
turned on during those special
occasions such as holidays and
school breaks. I wouldn't mind
one bit if they turn it on during
Thanksgiving and Christmas
Day or even the entire spring
break while we're in Florida.
Once again. I would like to
thank the administration and
parties responsible for turning
our bell tower off. Great job
guys!
John Varijeu
DaveToth
198 Phi Kappa Tan

Why so few stories
on Detroit Tigers?
Let's see, who are the 1984
World Champions? The Detroit
Tigers. Which team has the best
catcher, second baseman, shortstop and centerfielder in the
American League? The Detroit
Tigers. Of the three major
league teams nearest to Bowling
Green, which one is the closest?
It isn't Cleveland. It isn't Cincinnati. Again it must be and is the
Detroit Tigers.
Why is it that up until now,
when the Tribe and the Tigers
are playing a series, that no
other mention of the World
Champs has appeared? Surely
not all members of the Bowling
Green student body are Reds
and Indians' fans. What gives
with the sports staff? This isn't a
biased metropolitan daily you
are working for; this is a college

Baper which is supposed to be a
exible, multi-faceted, omnipersonal publication. I can lilve
with the fact that you ignore the
Tigers, but I don't think you can
live with the fact that the Old
English "D" in Detroit means
Detroit and Dominos and together stands for Dynasty.
BradPhalln
51ILeroy#35
Editor's note: Became the News
receives wire copy only from the
Ohio Associated Press, stories
on the Detroit Tigers rarely are
available.

Vote a big yes
for the big guy
In the wake of all the controversy over women's rights and
recognition, I would like to recognize and defend the rights of
someone who is being unjustly
and viciously abused. I'm referring to the Frisch's Big Boy.
; Boy has been a symbol of
itality and good service for
years, but now, it seems, the
corporate monsters in control of
Big Boy seek to retire him.
I, for one, will not let Big Boy
go the way of the NBC Peacock,
the Stay Puft MarshmaUow Man
or the Ty-D-Bowl Man.
I'm urging all friends of Big
Boy to write to your local Congressmen and to hurry to
Frisch's to vote - nay, DEMAND - that Big Boy be able to
stay until he's good and ready to
retire. If something isn't done
about this soon, the Pillsbury
Doughboy may be next!
Stand up for a great American
and vote YES FOR BIG BOY!
Rick Smith
zt7Treadway

Local
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Computer use varies

Availability a problem

Mr*■ *■*

m

by Benjamin Marriion

BILL JAMES agrees that the system is

news editor

Computer availability at the University is
Ol better, but it isn't where the adminon or students want it to be.
Dale Schroeder director of academic
user services, said yesterday that the University is doing all it can to accommodate
the students' needs.
"Are we providing adequate computer
time? Well, each year we've tried to improve the service - and we're getting there,"
Schroeder said.
In the past two years, the University has
increased the number of computer labs by
nine. These labs are in the residence halls.
"We could always improve - we know
there are certainly long lines at certain
times for the computers, we need more
equipment ... but we need the money and
the space - not really the space though,
because if the money was there, then we
would make the space.
"We're improving, but it's all related to
money," he said.

James, senior computer science major,
said, "They have become more adequate,
but they weren't earlier this year.
"They have expanded the hours for the
labs, but they didn't do it until just recently.
What about the classes that require students
to do major programs at the beginning of the
semester? They should consider that, too."
James said that the additional hours are a
necessity, but "the problem is that they
extended the lab hours too late in the semester."
The lab hours were extended on two of the
systems in the latter part of March, Schroeder said. But computer services was not
sure when the best time to increase lab
hours would be.
"From a management point of view, it's
hard to predict when the labs will be really
busy," Schroeder said. "For instance, we
know that right before a break the labs are
busy, and we try to accommodate the needs
of the students.'

RICHARD CONRAD, director of computer services, said "we go out and contact
the faculty and get a list of when the assignments are due and work the lab hours
around that."
He said he knows the students often have
to wait in lines, but it is because of their
apathy. "Profs give their students assignments that aren't due for weeks. But instead
of the student working on them from the
time they are assigned, they wait until the
last day or two and don't get finished - or
else the program took longer than they
expected.
"The worst times for a person to run a
program is at two in the afternoon and at
eight o'clock at night - and the students
continue to go at those times and wait in
line.
"Granted, there are problems with the
system, but the students have to be willing
to work whatever is available," Schroeder
said.
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Kim Gallagher, freshma n special education major, looks for a ray
of sun as a cloud tern porarlly blocked her tanning yesterday aflernoon in front of Dunbi r Hall.

One you pay for.
one you don't.
Ai Little Caesars," we call ihai pinafpina!" Our pizza
is made with 100% natural ingredients.
—

£f?

HURRY!

Order your 1985 Yearbook now
and receive a FREE raffle ticket!
.••

pizraflfiiza!
fw«l

112 Mercer St..
Bowling Green, OH

354-6500

PIIMI! One lowprtcc™

Two Large Pizzas
with TWo Items
Offer Valid with Coupon Only al participating
Little Caaea/i* One Coupon Par Cuetomer,
Not Valid with Other Offere
Expires 4/23/65 BQN

9

75

I

Two Medium Pizzas
with Two Items
Offer Valid with Coupon Only at participating
little Caeaare* One Coupon Par Cuitonw.
Not Valid with Other Offere.

7

85

4/23/85 BGN

Grand Prize
15" color TV

18&UP

THE PARTY CONTINUES...
it
ri

1* Prize:

2* Prize:

2-3 Prizes:

$125 Gift Certificate
from
Purcell's Bike Shop
131 W. Wooster

$100 Gift Certificate
from
Finder's Records
128 N. Main

$25 Gift Certificate
from
Tradewinds
104 S. Main

TONIGHT"

FREE Bus Service - Service leaving BGSU
Student Union Oval at 8:00 p.m., 9:30 p.m. & 11:00 p.m.
(return trips throughout nite)
"FREE" Admission - Just show your BGSU I.D.
and slide through w/NO COVER:
"PLUS" "The Best" drink special in town to put
you in the party mood

PurceE*

atestopjg

Q
Drawing: Friday, May 3, 5 p.m.
I
l
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i
i
i
i
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Name
Soc. Sec. No.

•□ I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK
Owgt U cott ($17.95) 0 my rwit
DonotptytayourDookuayaiw
bhdbytaftrar.

The 1985 KEY
Send to The KEY office, 28 West Hell end
be automatically entered In the Raffle.

D IWON'TBEHERE
ri SipM*. 1965. IU my took to
ft ntM on n ndt of tu cvd
n! MM $3 50

Or stop by at The KEY or The BG News office, 106 U-Hall, to register.

IUf Sou* In NooJ T.**> O*o <W< X- Wt

Where B.G. Dances

GET A GRIP ON YOUR
WEDNESDAY NIGHT PARTY
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Opposition received

Victim explains assault

Project given approval
by Don Uc
staff reporter

A public works project to realign Poe Road at the North
Main Street intersection was
given the go-ahead by City Council Monday night despite some
opposition.

intersection was read before the
meeting.
"I feel $177,000 is too much to
spend to save 15 seconds when
we will have deteriorating
streets," the letter said.
William Herald, Ward 4, admitted street repairs "needed to
be addressed, but a project that
needs $900,000 a year can't be
helped with a one-time $177,000
shot in the arm."
David Elsass, Ward 2, agreed
more street resurfacing was
needed but "I think we have to
do both."

The city will be able to advertise for bids immediately because the ordinance was passed
as an emergency measure. Nonemergency measures go into
effect 60 days after the mayor
signs them.
John Quinn, Council presiTHE PROJECT involves redent, voted against the project, aligning the east end of West
explaining "My feeling is that Poe Road, where it meets North
we're treating the acne (the Main Street, to line up with East
intersection) and letting the can- Poe Road on the other side. A
cer (general street repair driveway coming out of a servneeds) go," he said.
ice station on the northwest corner will be extended to meet the
Council member Joyce re-aligned street. The grass
Kepke, at-large, did not attend strip between the Rax Restauthe meeting, but a letter from , rant parking lot and Poe Road
her urging a "no" vote on the on the northeast corner will be

r DatelineWednesday,

April 17

Cultural Conversations "China: What is it like to be

Male student gives information to police
by Carole Hombergcr
staff reporter

eliminated and replaced by a
five-foot wide concrete sidewalk, to provide room for a
right-turn lane on East Poe
Road without cutting into the
Rax parking lot, David Barber,
public works director, said.

The Bowling Green Police
Department has uncovered
new information on the assault of a male University
student last Tuesday mornAccording to Detective
Linda McCool, the student
came into the station to explain to police what happened.
McCool said the student
was walking along South College Drive near Sixth Street
sometime before 3 a.m. when
a 1977, dark-blue, four-door
Mercury automobile pulled
up beside him.

In addition, a utility pole on
the northeast corner will nave to
be moved to the southeast corner at a cost of $28,000-$35,000,
Barber said. About $180,000 has
been budgeted for the entire
project, although bids have not
been made, he said.
The re-alignment will allow
east- and west-bound traffic on
Poe Road to move at the same
time, rather than alternating as
on the present intersection, and
will reduce the duration of red
lights, Barber said.
He said plans and specifications for the re-alignment would
be ready to present to prospective bidders in two weeks.

Cth in China?" Join Li
o-Bao, Yu Li-Hua, and Sue
Ellen Campbell in a discussion on China at 7:30 p.m.,
Main Lounge, Conklin Resi-

dence Hall. Sponsored by the
Honors Program.
Nutrition Consulting - The
Peer Nutrition Consulting
Service is open today from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Student Wellness Center. Stop
by Room 220 of the Health
Center or call 372-0302 for an
appointment or for more information.

Small 10 Inch
1 Item Pizza

•3.00

He said be believes be ended
up on Scott Hamilton.
McCool said the student
then ran to a fraternity house
where he received help from
a friend who called the University's Public Safety and
took him to the hospital.
Toe student had not been
injured because the males
were not successful in abusing him, she said.
The only description the
student could give the police
was that the driver had
blonde hair and all of the men
were large in stature.
McCool said the student is
willing to follow through and
press charges if the men are
caught.

Four white males inside the
car asked if be wanted a ride.
He answered "no," and then
the males forced him into the
car.
McCool said the student
struggled constantly as the
men forced his face toward
another male in the car who
bad exposed his genitals.
The men also tried to take
off the student's pants, but
did not succeed, McCool said.
THE STUDENT managed
to climb through the window,
she said. Somehow, the door
of the car opened and the
student was able to escape.

Auction is for charities
by Danielle Fischer
staff reporter

I bear five dollars; do I hear
six? Going, going, gone! Sold to
the young man wearing the polo
shirt in the front row.
Phrases like these can be
heard when the Charities Board
auctions items that have been
lost or stolen and then recovered
by Campus Safety and Security,
today in the Student Services
Forum.
Viewing of the items will begin at 2:30 p.m. Eugene Alder, a
professional auctioneer, will begin the auction at 3:30 p.m.

Items to be auctioned include
bicycles, Jewelry, watches, umbrellas, and stereo equipment,
Sgt. Ralph Bratt, of Campus
Safety, said. Two televisions and
a tape recorder will also go up
on the block.
"It's pretty much like any
auction - you get an array of
different things?' Bratt said.
The Charities Board advertised in the News "a couple of
weeks ago" and stated the board
intended to auction all unclaimed items, Debbie Clinton,
graduate adviser of the Charities Board and first year graduate student in College Student
Personnel, said.

ITEMS IN the University lost
and found or in the possession of
Campus Safety had to be
claimed by their owners by Monday to avoid being auctioned.
Money raised through the auction will be donated at the end of
the semester when the Charities
Board and Volunteers in Progress divide the funds they have
raised throughout the year between local charities, Clinton
said.
The Charities Board had a
pumpkin sale last October and a
ticket booth at the Mardi Gras
celebration held in February to
raise additional funds.

(reg. 3.75)

THESIS
SPECIALISTS

Eat in or Canyout

Senate

ling of grievance procedures and procedures for formal grievance
hearings.

10% off thesis copying

&

1I

BGSU MODEL UNITED NATIONS
Presents

"UNESCO AND U.S. WITHDRAWAL
FROM THE AGENCY"
Guest Speakers: Mahfuz Anam, Liaison Officer,
Communications, UNESCO Office, UN
Dr. Harold Jacobson. Professor
of Political Science, University of
Michigan

THANKS FOR VOTING US
#1 IN B.G.
TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION
STOP IN ANYTIME AND PRESENT THIS
COUPON AND RECEIVE A
MEDIUM DRINK

FREE
I NOT
NOT

VALID ON DELIVERY

■»»f»WWW»fWfWrW»WfWff™??^??Wrrr?f?f!

Howard's club H
VOTSHEST
IS E.G.

Tuesday & Wednesday
V w »A.

(^sponsored by: College of Arts and Sciences
Department of Political Science
Graduate Student Senate
International Relations Organization
World Student Association
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

GREENBRIAR INC.
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NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
* Eighth Street Apartments

ft/biA A,

■^

^
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The BGSU
Board of

\A*l\\

ThlS Weekend-

"<

Georgia-Peach *

NO COVER

210 N. MAIN

d|33 Student
Publications

803-815 Eighth St.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

is now accepting
applications for:

* Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge

* Field Manor Apartments

• Summer Editor,
BG News
• Editor, Miscellany
1985-86 academic year
• Editor, Gavel
1985-86 academic year
• Editor, Obsidian
1985-86 academic year
• Editor, The KEY
1985-86 academic year

542.560 Frazee & 519 Leroy

* Frazee Ave. Apartments
818 Thurstin. 624,670,656 Frazee \ve.

* 516 E. Merry Apartmen 5

Summer Rental Rates:
Efficiency : $250/summer
1 bedroom : $375/summer
(1 or 2 person)
2 bedroom : $424/summer

(1-4 person)

The Hated rate* for the apt. are for the entire summer
from June 1, 1985 to August 14, 1985 and they are one
payment for the entire summer + applicable utilities
* Air-conditioned units available

THE SENATE accepted a recommendation to make it impossible
for a faculty member to serve on the committee if that member has
been an appellant (one bringing a complaint) or the respondent
(defendant) in a case brought before the committee in the last three
years. Any committee member who becomes so involved would
automatically be removed from the committee.
Also accepted was a recommendation to divide the FPCC into
subcommittees on hearings, conciliation, and an executive committee, and adding one more member to the committee.
There was no chance for the Senate to vote on the recommendation regarding a motion to dismiss or modify grievance petitions
filed by faculty members. The Senate, however, voted to adopt a
recommendation by Senator Alice Helm Calderonello which specifies cases involving tenure or promotion can never be considered to
be "of insufficient magnitude" to warrant further action.

April 18, Thursday
7:30-10:00 p.m.
Union Alumni Room

(No Purchase Necessary)
tary)
Expires 5/2/85
V85 A<0

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

kinkes
Expires: 4/30/85

SUBS-18 VARIETIES
MINIBURGERS • CHILI • FRIES
510 E. Wooster St.
352-4497/352-9814

(Continued from page 1)

J

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Charrywood Health Spa

352*9378

9:00

- 4:3°

Monday - Friday

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SAAALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
1 1/2

Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa.
A new facility which has been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

• Shower massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Applications available: 106
University Hall
Deadline: TODAY, Wed. April 17, 5 p.m.

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
-

i'1/iii

Heel & Sole Shoe Repair
504 Pearl Street
Bowling Green, Oh 43402

Frank & Bev Magrum

Tues thru Frl 9-5:30 pm
Saturday 9-12 noon

DO YOU LIVE HERE?

N
BU D
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Cains

Rieter

Potato Chips 12 02. $1.49

Chip Dip 16 oz. 79*
^^^^^

Variety Pack $1.69

Town House

709 S. MAIN
is clean, competltlweiy priced, open 24 Mrs.

\

pv

▼

p>^pj

r

Pizza

Wednesday-Spaghetti & Garlic
Bread $1.75
Thursday - Lasagna & Garlic
Bread $1.75
FREE

Sun-Thurs 11-12
Fri & Sat 11-1

DELIVERY

352-7571
Salads

Soup

Nabisco

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
Slice, Hires,
Sunkist fflffifflfR

Chewy
Chips
Ahoy
is oz. $1.69

16oz.

ISIS
Off**
Ahoy*

i

$1.68

+ deposit

Nafziger

Nachos

112 gallon rounds
ICE CREAM

Howard's Canal Shop

Asst. Flavors

For Special ft Unique Graduation Gifts

ALL 30% OFF

Hand-carved ivory pieces
Hummels
Rockwells
China
Brass collectibles
Mobiles
Tom Clark creations
Cloissone pieces

3522812

Town House
Crackers
i2oz $1.29
^

m&

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keebler

Pasta

PAGLIAI'S SPECIALS

*FOR
GREAT
SPRING
TIME
SAVINGS

SPRINGTIME
SAVINGS
Frito Lay

KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY

Snacks

s

Churchill's

1084 S. Main
In the Courtyard Square

$1.89

KRAFT
individual wrapped
cheese slices

12 oz. $1.39

Northern
Bathroom Tissue

4Pk $1.08

LIBBY LITE FRUITS

B W A * «

w« . ■#. im «m. i*M

«£^

• Fruit Cocktail • Pear halves
• Chunky fruit • Peach halves
• Peach slices

16 oz. 75* ea.

Kellogg's
Rice Krispies

13 oz $1.49

from the deli
Fresh made

Scratch-baked

2 item PIZZA
thin crust

German Chocolate
8" Cake

2 / $4.50

$1.99

thick crust

2 / $5.50
WE OFFER THE WIDEST SELECTION
OF DOMESTIC & IMPOR TED BEER

Churchill's
1141 S. Main St.
Bowling Green
Hours: Everyday 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.
I Prices effective thru Sunday, April 14
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Chemical Bank awaits offer

Administration criticized
COLUMBUS (AP) -Republican Senate
President Paul Gillmor leveled a critical
blast at Democratic Gov. Richard Celeste's
administration yesterday, saying it bad
"failed, totally failed" to implement an
emergency law helping some state-chartered savings and loans reopen.
Meanwhile, Celeste was still awaiting
word from the Chemical Bank of New York
on whether it would make a firm offer to buy
the closed Home State Savings Bank of

Cincinnati and, if so, how much money the
state would have to pump into the deal.
The buyout - prior to last week's review of
Home State's books by auditors from Chemical Bank - was expected to include an
infusion of $70 million to $90 million in state
tax money.
Negotiations were under way in New
York, and Robert McAlister, state superintendent of savings and loans, said a deal was
expected to be worked out yesterday or
today.

All of the 69 institutions ordered closed by
Celeste on March 15 after runs by depositors
have since reopened, but customers of 25 of
them still are limited to withdrawals of no
more than $1,000 per month.
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY April 5 enacted a measure intended to speed up the
full-service reopening process. It made $60
million in non-tax money available to help
institutions meet capital requirements to
qualify for federal deposit insurance.

Coleman requests new counsel
CINCINNATI (AP) -Alton
Coleman interrupted jury selection yesterday tor his murder
trial to ask that his lawyers be
fired, alleging they allowed him
to have "private meetings" with
Debra Brown, his common-law
wife and ctHiefendant.
Coleman's court-appointed

lawyers, Peter Rosenwald and
Douglas Mcllwain, declined to
comment about Coleman's allegations. Common Pleas Judge
Richard Niehaus, who appointed
the lawyers for Coleman and is
presiding at the trial, said he did
not believe the claims.
"As far as counsel is concerned, I'm not comfortable
with them," Coleman said as he
stood in court to address Niehaus. "This is not what I want in
defense counsel. I'm well aware
I'm on the line for my life.

That's why I'm seeking the best
counsel I can."
Coleman, 28, and Brown, 22,
both of Waukegan, 111., could be
sentenced to death in Ohio's
electric chair if convicted of last
summer's beating murder of
Marlene Walters. 44. They also
are charged with injuring her
husband, Harry, 45, in the July
13 attack at the Walters' home in
suburban Norwood.
COLEMAN SAID in court that
his lawyers allowed him the
intimate meetings with Brown
in an effort to persuade Coleman
to sign a plea of guilty to aggravated murder in the Walters
killing.

Coleman, who is being jailed
in a separate building from
Brown, said he would not plead
guilty "to such an obscene
charge." He said, however, "I
might consider signing a plea
agreement, in the event that we
can spend intimate time together as we have been."
He also alleged that his lawyers promised him money to
keep quiet about allowing him
the "private meetings" with
Brown, which he said occurred
during the couple's pretrial jailhouse meetings with lawyers to
plan defense strategy. Coleman
provided a handwritten letter to
Niehaus in support of his request
for new counsel.

Photo/ Jacqule Pear«on

All wet

Mark Phlllppi, senior elementary education major, gets dunked for
fun at the carnival for little slbs which was put on by Resident Student
Association.
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224 Wooster

Eighth Street Apartments

354-3977
OPEN EARLY
325 E. Wooster
OPEN LATE
FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE
* Quick and Inexpensive *
12 exp. $2.79
24 exp. M.89
36 exp. $7.29

Caricature
Ufwksliop
Saturday
April 20
10 a.m.-l p.m.
Faculty
Lounge,
Union

•
•
•
•

Monty's offers you
Design Freedom Perm
$33 value
NOW $28

'18.50

includes haircut
good through April
valid only with coupon
walk-ins welcome
_

(cost includes
supplies)
\ 24

W. Wooster

Sign up by Wtd. April
17kith UA0offics,
3rd foot, Union.

2 bedroom
Furnished & unfurnished
Air-conditioning
Tenant pays electric & gas

l_

Horn, of the FoUommrt

SPECIAL
All You Can EAT
2.99
Wednesday & Thursday
4 p.m.-10 p.m.

Qualified tenants only pay
$100 deposit per apartment

/

University Theatre
Presents

April 17-20

■

lnkh>
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352-2611

l»IHSl»»

InHllbti

Main Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Students $3.00
Adults $5.00
CALL 372-2719
FOR RESERVATIONS

BALLOON-A-GRAAAS

.) i,,i 85 8(> s, ii....l vv.n
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities
•drapes»carpet»party & game room
•swimming pool'sauna
$270-fumlshed
$250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-fumlshed
$265-unfumlshed
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$22S-fumished
$200-unrurnlsh«d
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
Free BtabtnHp to Oenywood Hokfa Spi »/le«e

214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

i*n )

brighten someone special's
day with a helium filled
balloon and a bag of candy.
Deliveries on and off campus.
Donation '1.00
Wed. thru Fri.
10:00-3:00 p.m.
in the Union
all proceeds go to charity

BASEBALL 1985:

Choose between 2 types
of regular pizza and one foldover

1 FREE POP

with Any Purchase
eat in or carry out

Featuring the —

* Cleveland Indians
* Cincinnati Reds
* Detroit Tigers

(with coupon)

352-8408
836 S. MAIN

BOWLING GREEN

|

MAKE US AN OFFER

Meadowview Court
Apartments

IZZfl
BROTHERS, inc.

n

352-0717

in the Friday, April 19
edition of the SB Ms Friday Magazine
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: TODAY April 17.4 p.m.
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Interest increases

Apartheid info sought
WASHINGTON (AP) -Stevie Wonder, Gloria
Steinem, Amy Carter and Harry Belafonte are
some of the reasons why Jean Sinbad says she no
longer has to pound on congressional doors to
drum up interest in South Africa.
Instead, her Washington Office on Africa is so
besieged with requests for information about
South Africa and its racial policy of apartheid that
it is compiling a background packet to distribute
on Capitol Hill.
The turnabout, Sinbad believes, is due in large
part to the widespread attention received by the
five-day-a-week protests outside the South African
Embassy, where more than 1,800 people have
been arrested since last Thanksgiving.
In addition to celebrities such as Wonder and
Steinem, 18 House members and Sen. Lowell
Weicker Jr., R-Conn., have been arrested in the
non-violent civil disobedience. Anti-apartheid rallies also are being held in 27 other cities around
the country, including New York, Seattle and
Boston.
"Oh yes." said protest organizer Randall Robinson, smiling broadly when asked if he is happy
with the response.

S.

"IT JUST CLICKED," added Sinbad, whose
non-profit group is financed by church groups and
trade unions. "None of us expected all this to
happen."
Robinson's "Free South Africa Movement,"
created in response to the white-ruled government's crackdown on labor unions last November,
has been fed by the growing racial unrest in South
Africa.
Since the U.S. rallies began:
• More than 20 pieces of South Africa legislation
have been introduced in Congress, compared with
one measure last year.
• Honorary South African consuls in Boston and
Portland, Ore. have resigned.
• Several companies have stopped selling Krugerrands, the South African gold pieces.
•Efforts to get cities and states to sell off
investments in businesses operating in South
Africa have gained momentum, according to
Janet Jakobsen of the Washington Office on Africa. Last February, Pittsburgh became the 17th
US. city to pass divestiture legislation. Five
states have enacted similiar legislation.

Student Court is now accepting applications for the
position of Staff Members for the 1985-86 academic year.
Applications are due in 405 Student Services by
Wednesday, April 17, 5:00p.m.
Please sign up for an interview time when the application
is turned in.
Graduate Students and minority students are encouraged
to apply.

White Castle goes West
COLUMBUS (AP) -White
Castle will be following its followers again next week with its
annual massive shipment of the
tiny burgers for "White Castle
Days" in New Mexico, Arizona
and California.
About half a million of the 2V4inch square hamburgers in their
distinctive square buns will be
shipped from Columbus and Cincinnati on April 23 and from
Indianapolis on April 29 to White
Castle-hungry fans in Albuquerque, Fountain Hills, Ariz., and
San Jose.
White Castle hamburgers,
which are available only in the
Midwest and East, will be
shipped free by Bekins Van
Lines in freezer trucks to groups
in those states who sell them to
raise money, said Bill Krestel,
advertising and public relations
coordinator for Columbus-based
White Castle.
•••••••••••••

A WHITE CASTLE DAY has a
"carnival atmosphere," Krestel
said. "The whole family comes
down. There are appearances by
local celebrities in the area, PM
Magazine-type people come out.
Music is provided. And the highlight is being able to purchase a
hamburger people haven't had
in some instances for years. It
certainly does have its following.
A lot of people, basically

from the Chicago area and a lot
from the Midwest, have moved
to the Phoenix area and have a
real fondness for the product"
The Chamber of Commerce in
Fountain Hills has had a White
Castle Day for six years, he
said. A school in Albuquerque is
selling the burgers to raise
money for the fourth year, Krestel said, and White Castle has
added a drop this year at San
Jose State University.
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PIZZA 1/2 PRICE TILL 9tf0
with beverage purchase
WEDNESDAY ONLY
INSIDE ONLY

352-3551

THE FINALS PRIMER

I
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•••••••••••

TAKE HOME

BAKED CHICKEN
DINNER

torage
874-9309
Wo Provide You With...
•A Variety ol SUM
•Convenient Hour*
• Eesy Access
• Security
For Your Personal Needs..

• Household goods
• Hecrestlonsl
• Clothing
•Furniture

• Vi fresh baked chicken
• 14 lb. potato salad or
cole slaw
• 2 rolls • butter • pickle
• 2 of Lou's cookies

2.99

CALL AHEAD I Good Food Takes Time!
AVAILABLE THURS. & FRI. 3-7 P.M.

Warzy's DELICATESSEN

Featuring the...
Tough Talk Jazz Ensemble & Crucial D.B.C.
Sat., April 20, 3 p.m.
LoetHonehinomnoUnion Amphitheater
Sponsored by The Obsidian, WBGU Radio and ECAP
.
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WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

1068 N. Main B.G. 352-8434
■zmzmos&zz
v«M/mi

V/M//SA

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge <if
a Mach 2 + F/A-I8A, a vertical lake-off Harrier
or one of our other jets or heboiplers. .And
you could do it by the time you're 23. But it
takes a special commitment on your part. We
demand leaders at all
levels. We leach you to
be one. If you're a freshman or sophomore, ask

about our undergraduate officer commissioning
programs. If you're a junior, check out our
graduate programs. Starting salaries are from
$17,000 to $23,000. And you can count on
going farther... faster.

Gofarther,
faster.

.H^brytmambeoKofm.

Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?
• Free cable
• We pay heat, water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site management
• Full time maintenance
• Laundry facilites
• SPECIAL SUMMER RATES *

Marines

CHECK US OUTI
YOU CAN'T BEAT US
LOCATIONS AT: Summit St.. Palmer Av*. A Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE AT 400 Napoleon

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by Appointment, Saturdays 10-3

FRESHMEN, ACT NOW! Call collect (313) 668-2211
.
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Bird and Celts will perch on NBA's top branch
Now that the National
Basketball Association's
regular season is finally over,
the time has come to pick the
league's 1985 champion.
Of course, the playoff process
makes this a long and tedious
task, but most of the games are
merely formalities.
In the East. Boston will
bounce Cleveland; Philadelphia
will struggle but top
Washington; Milwaukee will
sweep Chicago; and Detroit will
outlast New Jersey.
In the West, Dallas will
squeak past Portland in five;
Denver will outrun San Antonio;
Los Angeles will make quick
work of Phoenix.
Los Angeles will emerge from
the West. I like the Nuggets, but
Kareem does his best in the
playoffs and Denver lacks the

Xto keep up with LA.
Celtics and Sixers will be
the teams to stop in the East,
despite Milwaukee's great
season. I see Alton Lister having
a tough time in the playoffs.
Almost every basketball fan
has a very strong opinion on the
Philly-Boston matchup and I'm
no exception. As a fan, I'd
choose the Sixers, only because
Moses Malone, much like
Kareem, saves his best for the
playoffs, and Bobby Jones is one
of my favorite players.
BUT LOGICALLY, I have to
pick the Celtics. No one stopped
Larry Bird during the regular
season, so I find it hard to
believe that anyone will stop
him with the NBA championship
on the line. Also, Ray Williams
has fit in with Boston's offense
surprisingly well and the Celtics

have a deep and talented bench
with Scott Wedman and Cedric
Maxwell.
So we have a rematch of last
fear's championship series and
'm looking for a repeat. Boston
is going to win it all, taking

by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Host an exchange
student

FAST-FREE DELIVERY

352-1539

HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
Ask for Peggy
Braiding Styles Available
140 E. Woo»l»r, 352-OBOO
Mon -Sat 9-5.30. Thurs nil 8 p m

OREDKEN

Please include local telephone #.

coupon

Good thru 5/1/85

VARSITY SQUARE APTS.

^\

1 -2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.

353-7715

2 bedroom apts. furnished
free heat
free air conditioning
free cable
free trash pick up
close to campus and stores
laundry facilities in each building

WE HAVE APARTMENTS AVAILABLE THIS
SUMMER AT SPECIAL RATES.
CHOOSE YOUR APT. NOWWHILE YOU STILL HAVE A CHOICE

I

EIG. STREET APARTMENTS
2 bedroom
Furnished & unfurnished
Air-conditioning
Tenant pays electric & gas
MAKE US AN OFFER
Qualified tenants only pay
$100 deposit per apartment

Applications Available For
Undergraduate
Student Government

•National, State & Community Affairs Coordinator
Pick up applications at 405 Student Services - Due April 19,1985.
M

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 Clough Street
Next to Sterlings-Dorseys-EtCetera
Phone 352-9302 (Anytime)
Office hours 10 to 4 (Any other time by appointment

NEXUS

352-0717

•Academic Affairs Coordinator
•Treasurer

^^
Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
Saturday 10-12

■ASK ABOUT OUK MOVl IN SPtCIAl

Dennis Martinez, 0-1, took the
loss, allowing three runs on
seven hits over the first five
innings as Baltimore fell to 4-2.
Brett Butler, who had three
hits and scored three runs, led
off the first with a bunt single
and took third when Martinez
threw the ball away trying to get
him.
Mike Fischlin led off the seventh with a walk against Tippy
Martinez and scored when first
baseman Eddie Murray threw
Butler's sacrifice bunt into right
field.

•Student Welfare Coordinator
•University Committees Coordinator
•Public Relations Coordinator

* Children & pets welcome

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

•
•
D*
•

$5

PO Box 756
Toledo, OH 43695

Private entrance
Single story
Laundry facilities
Quiet living

224Wooster

Carousel
Beauty Shop

Send resume to:

hauling down eight rebounds per
contest as the Pacers floundered
to the worst record in the league.
Others under consideration
include Philly's Mo Cheeks, New
Jersey's Michael Ray
Richardson and Seattle's Tom
Chambers.
Most overrated player: I know
this will go over like a cement
balloon, but I just don't like
Atlanta's Dominique Wilkins.
Yes, he scores a ton of points but
he gives up almost as many. He
can't rebound and creates a lot
of turnovers trying to showboat.
Even though he gets his share of
steals, I think his total is an
illusion. For every steal, he gets
burnt three times.
All-NBA team: F-Bird and
Natt, C-Moses Malone, GEarvin Johnson and Isiah
Thomas.

GREENBRIAR INC.

Special Offer

Summer Factory Jobs!
May 15th thru Sept. 1st
$5.50/hr. plus incentives
Must be available to
work all shifts.
Press work - will train

*
*
*
*

Most underrated player: This
one is tough but I'd give it to
Clark Kellogg of Indiana. He
averaged over 17ppg while

CLEVELAND (AP) - Vern
Ruble pitched 6 1-3 shutout innings and Julio Franco drove in
three runs as the Cleveland Indians posted their first win of the
season Tuesday, a 6-3 victory
over the Orioles.
Ruhle. 1-1, yielded just five
hits while striking out seven and
walking one over the first 6 1-3
innings. Tom Waddell relieved
him and yielded Baltimore's
runs on a two-run eighth-inning
homer by Cal Ripken and a
ninth-inning leadoff shot by
Larry Sheets.

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
TODAY AT THE ALUMNI
CENTER BY 5:00 PM

2-10" one item pizzas
Plus one cola

time since 1977. Cleveland also
downed Philadelphia twice in
one week, including a victory in
the Sixers' own Spectrum.
Jesse James without a gun
award: Denver robbed Portland
when they shipped Kiki
Vandeweghe to the Blazers for
Calvin Natt. Vandeweghe
scored 22.4 ppg, but pulled down
less than three rebounds per
contest and played his typical
matador defense. Natt scored
more (23.3ppg, 11th in the NBA),
pulled down almost eight boards
per game and played tenacious
defense. As an added bonus, the
Nuggets also swiped center
Wayne Cooper from the Blazers.

Tribe finally wins

UNIVERSITY
HOST/HOSTESS

$5»«

OFFICE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East

Coach-of-tbe-year: I'm going
on a hometown bias and picking
Cleveland's George Karl. The
Cavs were NBA whipping boys a
year ago but under Karl's reign
reached the playoffs for the first

seven games to do it. Bird will
walk away with the series' Most
Valuable Player Award.
Speaking of awards, here's a
few that will be handed out, and

Dinner for 4
1799
2-12" one item pizzas
Plus 2 colas
Dinner for 2

i

Rookle-of-the-year:
Everyone's saying what an easy
choice this is, that Michael
Jordan should get it hands down.
Let's not forget Akeem "The
Dream" Ola Ju wan who was a
major factor in Houston's drive
to the playoffs. But Jordan's
charisma, and awesome talent,
will gamer this award for him.

Karl's Komments

Domino's Pizza Delivers. Froe

Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 4-2
Fri. & Sat. 4-3

some that should, but probably
won't. Moit Valuable Player: As I
said before, Bird couldn't be
stopped and that's why bell get
this award.

University Village
1520 Clough NOW LEASING OFFICf HOURS
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
Mon-Fri 9-5
•Dependable maintenance
Sat 9-12
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
PHONE
Tenant pays electric only
352-0164
•Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S

Applications are now available
SUMMER
Youth Fun and Fitness Counselors
Great experience working with children
Summer employment at the SRC!
Applications Due: April 26
Applications and interview sign up
at the SRC Main Office
Call 372-2711 with questions
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BG track places second
IN THE 8M meters, Jones
Cmier event. Falcon Jay Yufinished third with a 157.2
time compared to Jones' 156.
Jones strategy of laying back
until the finallap paid off.
The closeness of the races and
the entire meet can also be attributed to EMU's lack of luster
in the dual meet.
"We weren't really into the
meet," Jones said. ''We didn't
want to chance being injured in
the cold."
Falcon track captain Doug
Hogrefe explained the meet
lacked the top talent it normally
would have had.

by Tom SkernMU
iportt reporter
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BG News/Susan Cross
Kenny Rankin, here jumping 22' 7 1/2", won the long jump competition at the tri-meet between Bowling Green
Eastern Michigan University and University of Toledo.

Falcon nine splits with ONU

BG took the opener, winning,

7-0 with Mark Fleming getting
his first win against two losses.
In the night cap. ONU scored
two runs in the bottom of the
seventh for a 4-3 win. Greg Johnson, now 1-2, took the loss.

THE
COPT SHOP

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
Choose your Summer
Apartment NOW!!!
*
*
*
*
*

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Apartments, houses, duplexes
Bargain rates
Very close to campus
Summer Leases Available

352-5620

PRINTING & IMPRINTING
LARGE TROPHY DISPLAY
CHECK OUR PRICES
■USINUS CAWS • TAM.I HUTS
MOCHUMS • WEDDING STA TONA«T

-RBUMBSELF-SERVE PHOTOCOPIES

117% I. CCHMMOWMNO CHIN

521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
L
2 BR - Furnished
0
715 Third St.
W
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
S
U
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
N
2 BR • Furnished
M
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
R
c
2 BR ■ Furnished
R
T
831 Seventh St.
E
2 BR - Furnished
S
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR • Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished

John Newlove Real Estate
.

*6

50

1-16 In. One
Item Pino

! $475

*4

pBEf**

Open 4 p.m.
FREE DELIVERY

i

Add>tio»o< l«#m, 75' £o

Additional Horn* $1 00 (a

■

1-13 In. One
Item Pino

Ph. 352 5166
103 Nortk Main

vMkbl.C. dtytaHl
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

Expires 4/30/85

_™-4

COUPON

Now Leasing
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough
Behind Wendy's
OFFICE HOURS

I

SAT 9-12

352-0164

Meetings: Wednesday, April 17
4:00 or 7:00 p.m.
SRC Conference Room
Contact Michelle Rolston or Lori Meredith with
questions 372-2711.

TYPING • TYPESETTING

Apartments Available for Summer & Fall

or 352-6553

, SUPCR SPCCmi! ; SUPCA SPCCIAl! i

Volunteers are needed for
The 6th Annual Triathlon.

JOHN NEWLOVE

For More Details, Call
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)

■ — ^

COUPON — "~

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.

The SRC Needs Your Help!

352-4068
336 S. MAIN

/- ~~ ~~ ~

,

University Courts-

,.*«—

Bowline Green's baseball
team split in a double-header
yesterday with Ohio Northern in
Ada.

Track powerhouse Eastern
Michigan, with the aid of Olympic bronze medalist Earl Jones,
ran away with a 91-64 victory
over Bowling Green yesterday
afternoon at BG. BG eged out
Toledo by two points.
The meet took place in highly
unfavorable weather conditions
for track causing times to fall
below the expected fast times.
Jones, a junior, won the two
races he was entered in although
the Falcons made sure the task
was not easy.
Jones first race, the 1500 meter, was almost even to the finish. Falcon Todd Nichols
finished only three-tenths of a
second behind the Olympian's
winning time of 356.5, which was
far below his average though.
"I was just up there trying to
win. I struggled at the end because of the wind." Jones said.
"I did my job. People are expecting more from me now since
my performance in the Olympics.'
Nichols showed great stamina
and knowledge in keeping up
with Jones.
"He (Jones) has great acceleration," Nichols said. "We knew
he was strong at the end of
races. We just wanted to give it
our all."

"There wasn't as much talent
there," Hogrefe said. "They
(EMU) don't have to go all out.
Dual meets aren't as important
for them. They could have beat
us by more."
This was exemplified by Jones
decision not to run in any relays.
Just last week Jones relay team
broke the Dogwood Relay record in the sprint medley.
The Falcons took advantage of
Jones absence with a win in the
4x400 relay, a race they were
very impressive in last week.
Ken Rankin continued to be
impressive with a win in the long
jump.

|f you're f hen you
could
getting a
qualify
degree
for

in
Any area and will have at

least 4 courses in biology

Fisheries Extension

Any area and have 6 months
of experience in carpentry.
welding, mechanics, plumbing

or electricity

Vocational Training

Any area and will have at least
6 courses in biology, chemistry,
physics or math

Science or Math
leaching

Any area and have 2 years of
farming experience

Agriculture Extension

Any area and will have at least
Spanish Literacy
2 years of college-level Spanish ... Extension
If you're gating a degree this spring ot summer, then you could qualify (or a work) ol professional
opportunities In one of (0 countries overseas o*m the U.S. reace Corps. ApiMraHm art mm
kttaa. accepted.
(Me Many programs ask (or specific degrees and backgrounds not listed here. Check with a Peace
Corps representative for a complete description of openings, opportunities and benefits.

Call Toll Free
1-800-521-8686, ext. 107

U.S. Peace Corps
"Hie toughest Job you'll ever love"

Classifieds
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Congratulatlona Chris DeAngelo
on being a BGSU cheerleader"
We knew you could do W
Love, the Ben Li' sates

CLASSIFIEDS: 60'PER LINE S1 80 MINIMUM CHARGE PER DAY 35-40
SPACES PER LINE. 50- EXTRA FOR BOLD TYPE CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS
$5 45 PER DAY 1 INCH INCREMENTS ONLY

7 LINE MAXIMUM PER AD

CONGRATULATIONS
RICH "BAGEL BOY" WALLACK
ON BEING SELECTED THE
INTRAMURAL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
YOUR BROS OF THETA CHI

ADVERTISING DEADLINE TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE BY 4P M CAMPUS CITY
EVENTS RUN 'HE FIRST DAY FREE OF CHARGE. SUBSEQUENT ADS
CHARGES BY REGULAR RATE SCALE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENTS SCHEDULE APPEARS AS THE FIRST LISTING EVERY OTHER TUESOAv

Aprl 17. 1968

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
AMA YEARENO BLOW-OUT
Plus cookout belorehend al Cm
Tha log parly replaces data party
THIS SATURDAY NIGHT. April 20
Tha prealdent wi be your proud
hoat lor tha joyous event
Congrats lor placing al Nationals
In Maw Orleanall
APtCS/MOMT Club meeting otticer elections
730 Thursday Aprs 18. 110 BA Speaker
Joann Krol Director ol Placement speaking on
Finding a rob after Graduation
ASM MONTHLY MEETING APRIL 16, 7.30 pm
Ed 115 OAVE MACE OF MARATHON OIL
WILL BE THE SPEAKER- TOPIC WILL BE
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
Join the Sailing Ckib
Wad. April 17. 1MB 1:00pm
222 MSC All welcome to attend.
THE PEER NUTRITION CONSULTING SERV
ICE IS OPEN TOOAV FROM 11 30 AM lo I 00
PM M THE STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER.
ROOM 220 HEALTH CENTER. (2-0302)
"The Rock Music Close-Up" A mutti madia
presentation ol rock musicians and their music
Presented by musician and drummer Rob
Lamp FREE— open to al. Wednesday. April
17th al 7 30pm in the Grand BaaToom
sponsored by B G S U Bible studies- A member of Great Commission Church
Commodore 64 user's group wit be on Thurs
18th at 7 30 » 113A Hayes Over 775 pubic
domain prog aval Only $5 lo ion CalChnsal
354-7327 lor more mfo

LOST & FOUND
Lost Gold trl-cokx Bracelet Reward upon 118
return Cal Gal 372 4945
LOST 6 mo young cat from S Prospect area.
Gray & brown tiger, female No cottar Missing
lor approx 3 weeka Please cad 352-0762

RIDES
RIDERS NEEOED TO INDIANA U (Little 6001
IKs weekend. April 19-21 Cal Mate at 3547462
Help11' Ride needed to O U. tha weekend1 Can
leave anytime Wed Thurs or Friday or return
Men or Tues wa help with gas SSS Cat Deb
al 2-5974 Thanks"
Ride available lo Univ ol Dayton in exchange
lor gas S. Leaving Friday the 19th around 2 30
Cal Diane st 2-5341 tor more rito
RIDE NEEDED TO OHIO STATE OR MIAMI
UNIVERSITY THIS WEEKEND (APRIL 19-21)
CAN LEAVE FRIDAY AFTER 1 1 30 AM
RETURN ANYTIME SUNDAY WILL HELP
WITH GAS S CALL MARK AT 2-1877

STUDENTS Have al your typing
needs dona professionally
Wa type term papers.
oieeertattone. theea Book
manuscripts, reeumee and any
gamers! typing

TUCKER TYPING
Professional equipment lor your needs Cad
Nancy 352-0609
TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
536-3701 Toledo. OH
SAT • LSAT • ORE
ACT • GMAT • MCAT
•C.P A REVIEW
■STATE NURSING BOARDS-SNCLEX'
Sororities Frals Haas
Have you heard "THE SYSTEM?'
Contact us to D J your next Dash
Compentrve Rales - Light Show
Cal 3548352 Aak lor OAVE

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-265-7769

PERSONALS
ALPHA XI'S — ARE YOU READY TO GET UT
FOR GREEK WEEK?
,
ALPHA XI'S CATHY BRAOSHAW, SUSAN
BRANIC. SARA MEYERS. TEENIE DUSBIBER.
AND MICHELLE GOULD - YOU 010 A GREAT
JOB IN THE CHI OMEGA SUNSHINE RUN'
WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOUII
LOVE, YOUR SISTERS
Andy- Hare'a a no-nonaenae personal to lei
everyone know how special you are lo me
Thanks lor letting me brag Sunday night
remember, il you don't toot your own horn, no
one wi do it lor you Love. Plane

Dana
You've bean a greet frtand I can't wan HI the
17S> TNa eummer should be en interesting
one. nemamber. If you over need anything let
me know Love, Frank
DELTA UPSILON BIKE RACE
SATUROAY, APRIL 20th
6 30 am
Get MM Greet Week 'If Her* I games.
Friday earn Coatee Part
GLEMBY SALON AT UHLMANS
Apr! Special $30 00 Perm Speciel
nduoea hstrcul 352-5615
Good kick Greek Week - Never Again- Torch
Runners
HELLOOOOO WENOY1
NOT ONLY WERE YOU ONE OF THE LEADING VOTE GETTERS FOR U S G. YOU WERE
CHOSEN AS PRES. FOR THE 1985 86
QOLDENHEARTS OF SKJMA PHI EPSILON
BUT YOU WERE ALSO CHOSEN GOLDEN
HEART OFTHE YEAR WHAT A ROOMIE
LOVE YA. ANGIE
HOUSEBOY NEEDED FOR W-M SCHOOL
YEAR. * INTERESTED CALL MKW
IllaioaleJ In Joining a sorority trss fat? Come
"Gal the Scoops on Rush" and regteter to
participate in the 1985 Fel Rush Program,
hilorrnaaon A a aide ahow wi be preaented
Tues . Apr! 16 (7:30 cm) Community Suite, t
Weds . Apr! 17 (9 30 pm) N E Commons. Any
questions, cal Unn 2 3307 or 2-2534.
JERRY KAISER - An Alpha DM data party with
you la going to be a lot ol tun 11 can't wall' Wear
your beach amre and be reedy for e great Itnei
COLLEEN
Karen Haass and Stacy Taylor- fengratuWiona
on being chosen as B G.S.U. tour guidea1 Tha
Alpha Xfa ate proud to have such leaders'
KIM SNOW.
Hope your having a great Wednesday" Let's
get together real soon Maybe Margaritas at
Sundance?? Love. Barb
KREISCHER QUAD
THE TOGA TUNNEL PARTY IS COMING
ARE YOU HEADY?
Laurine
I Mat wanted to let you know that I'm always
there for you You've been a trustworthy friend,
which la hard to IHd these days
Low, your roommtta
LES SZEKELV and TOM MeOANNON
Sunaets art red
Tha ocean is blue
AH that's left to be said
la let's gat a brew
Your Alpha Pert datee

ATTENTION: Outer ol Omega Members slecHona April 14. We must continue to growl
Volunteers needed lor the SRC triathlon Meet
mga an) Wad. April 17 al 4 00 or 7 00 SRC
Conference Room1

"LIFE'S A BEACH,"
UNLESS YOU'RE WITH AN
ALPHA PELT

Business Career Search
Seminar
April 18. 1915
3rd floor student Union

USA (TINNOCHIO) CARANNO.
SO WHAT'S THE DEAL? IS IT BETTER IN THE
SHOWER? REVENGE IS SO SWEETII

Ben Rowe. Kely Major. Bran McVey. Brian
McCantock & Amy Darxaka: A belated congratulations on your quick win in tha PI Kapp - Sig
Ep -Pis Mu scavenger hunt

LORI ANDERS - ORMSBY
Congratulatlona on your engagement to Rich I
can't wart tor September 13. 1986. I'm going to
miaa you'

BETSY PAPENHAGEN.
YOU'RE THE BEST BETS" HAVE A SUPER
BIRTHDAY!! LOVE, YOUR DEE GEE U'L PHYL

Margaret Toeeey'
Welcome to the lam*,1 You real, have got the
beat big In ma whole wide world! its great to
have you at a apactal eater!

SERVICES OFFERED

BIKE RACE HAPPY HOURS
MK.TONS 7-9pm
BUOWEISER SPECIALS

• FOUTS TYPING •
Si/page (da) On campus pick up (M—F)
4 00pm 669 2579

Chris DeAngeto. congralutationa on making the
BG cheerleaders I'm reefy proud of you
Let's get that ankle back in shape ao we can
party! Love. Al

Spring clean your stereo equipment al Audio
Works 248 S Mail. Bowing Green,
352-3595 Complete dean lube and teat al
lor only $20

Congratulations KELLY NOLAN on your
poeJOon aa aasistant chairman ol the Business
Career Seminer Good luck with your busness
leadership qualities Love, the slaters of Alpha
Xi Delia

Volunteers needed for the SRC triathlon Mealing* are Wed. Apr! 17 at 4:00 or 7:00 SRC
Contartnce Room!
"NEVER AOJUN" CAMPAIGN KICKOFF
THURSDAY. APRIL II IN OLD FRATERNITY
ROW! TO 10 PM
ON YOUR MARK
GET SET
00 00 SOUTHWESTERN

BGSU

Business Career Search Seminar
April II. 1SI5
3rd Boor Student Union
PATTY JUNE" BOERGER DESPERATELY
SEEKING STRANGER WITH CREAMY
THIGHS I DON'T KNOW. JUST CALL ME
CRAZY HERE'S TO GOOD WINE AND GOOD
TALK YOU LOOK SEXY IN A WET SWEAT-.
SHIRT HA—HA LOOKING FORWARO TO
SOME MORE OOOO TIMES WITH A GIRL I
REALLY CARE ABOUT I LOVE YOU- WARD
Patty Vanyo.
Congratulatlona on your KD SAM lavaiertng to
Tony at the Unrverelty ol Cincsinati We're also
happy for you! Love and AO.T , Your KD
sisters
(AM S'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO lam
F YOU ARE 21. WE WILL IE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI
SCECI SCECI SCECI
Last Meeting Sun., April 21
MO SatcheMer 2nd Floor Lounge
FREE PIZZA
Otlleer Elections lor Kll
ALL EDUCATORS WELCOME!!
Sharon BeVTtbtvTi.
Happy belated Birthday' You are my lavorlte""
Love. Your U'l
MRsWOfEBT 'IS IS COMING
SPRMOFEST 'IS IS COMINO
SPNNOFEST 'SI IS COMINO
EST -8f> IS COtRNO
Tha Brothers ol Sigms Alpha
Eptaon regret to announce that
Patrick O Murphy has taken
seriouery • The Brothers would
Ike lo wwh him e speedy
recover, at Wood Count,
General Hoepital

THE NEW MADNESS
SPRMOFIEST '65
SATURDAY APR*. 21
BE THERE
THE HEW MADNESS
SPRINOFEST 'IS
SI>RINOFEST 'IS
SPRINOFEST 15
SPRtNOFEST 'IS
THE OLDEST GREEK EVENT
DELTA UPSILON BIKE RACE
38 YEARS ANO GOING STRONOI
SRC appicetona are now avaaatHa for eummer
youth tun and Ittneaa counselors Greet expert
ence working with chldren Apracaflone due
Apr! 28 Application and interview sign up at
SRC mam office Cal 372-2711 with ques
Hona
Oarta Oarta Darts'!"
ComoleledBrt shop st Purcel's 131i
W WrjoateriDowntown) Ptuf 352-6264
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Fun comes in all flavors
at BGSU's Summer
Session. Register now
. . for the best selection
of summer classes.
You can pick up your
free summer sched.. ule at Continuing Edu• cation and lick the
summer blahs.
April 12 - Deadline for
mail-in registration
May 14-17 - Partial & open
registration
May 20-24. .lime 5-7 - Open
registration
Don't let your summer melt away!

K--r"J
Summer Calendar 1985
First 5-Week Session
June 10 - July 12
Second 5-Week Session .... July 15 - August 16
8-Week Session
June 10 - August 2
10-Week Session
June 10 - August 16

1 MALE ROOMMATE NEEOED FOR SUMMER HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS SSS PER
MO. PLUS UTX CALL 354-7014 OR STOP
BY 204 S SUMMIT ST

HELP WANTED
Attention. Cant say you cant earn enough
money thai Bummer unn you check Come aee
what Society Corp. can do tor you kitervvjwa
■ 1:00. 2.00. 3:00 The) opportunity might
turn your summer around Summer Kternahipa
a ilatili. Mutt have tranaportaoon See you
Wednesday and Thursday. AprH 17th and 18th
Canal Rm.. Student Union.
CAMELOT MUSIC I rapidly e«panding national
record a tape ntHii la seeking coeege graduates or InoMdutl with management expenence. Cemelol otters you
Professional training program
Competitive salsry
E»ce«. kieurance * benefit package
Pram sharing S retirement program
tnttrwawa wl be conducted in the Student
Servtoaa Btdg. Rm 360 on April 18, 1965
Looking lor bartenders cooks, waitresses, and
uarmektt Ploeee send Reaume and phone
number to Port Hole Restaurant. Lakeahore
Rd . Holy's Island. OH 43438
Mark's hiring waitresses lor 85-86 school year
Must be 21 Previous experience
appreciated Apply In person April 17-19 bat.
2-4
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS. MARKETING, SALES
STUDENTS
HOW WILL YOU INVEST THIS SUMMER?
Wa are an established. Toledo based distributing company with exciting sales positions
available starting Key 11th through Auguat
MM.
WE OFFER:
•Opportunity to tern $200400 p., net
■Base salary, commission, expenses
'Exceptional training with pay
•Opportunity lo travel
•PoselbWty to won a home town territory
YOU WOULD NEED: A desire tor tha sales
experience, dependeble ear, be aMa to won
full time, ham a desire to nead to earn at
kttet 12.000 this summer.
CALL (419) 8SJ-S712 or write PERMA
CRAFTS
S1S1 Monroe SL. Toledo, OH 41121
Local Hrm haa openings In It's Itra and
safely depart. Guaranteed starting salary
M.0OHR
No experience necessary. Call tor
Interview between IAM-5PM Monday
thru Friday 1-eeHOM
GOVERNMENT JOBS S16.000 • SSO.OOOryr
poaafHa Al rjccupobOna Cal 1-805-6876000 Ext R-9849 to Bnd out how

SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS
'SPRING PICKUP ANO FALL DELIVERY '
CALL NOW 3S2-UM
FOR INFO OR RATES AND
SCHEDULING

One I rmte needed lo share apt 85-86 school
year. Very ctoee to campus, very reasonable
Cal 352-3743
r is now taking appomlmente at
Jau Bau 115 Cloogh St 352 0061 20% off
al services thru Apr!

WANTED

Poamon open for feme) WSI at giria summer
camp Black River Ranch Croawai. Mich
(313)679-2506
•VTERV1EWS
For an expanding program at a large local
company Ctoportunlty for Merchandiee
Assistant In a Co-op aaalgnment Alternating
Summer. Fal and Spring Semeatart Fui-time
exceetnt benefits That la a long range career
recruiting program Cal tha Co-op OtHce at
372-2461 or vkvt us at 222 Admin Btdg lor
regxMratJon
Free lob eearch training 1 |ob rXacemenl
aarvlcee. For more nto cal Laalay 364-3641
Bar help wanted tor IS-SI school year. Musi
be 20 years old or older Apply In person Frl„
April II between 1 end 3 p.m. at Main St.
M 2-3701

Wanted Two female roommates needed for
85 86 yr S100 per month Cal 2 5870

FOR SALE

Avatabtt for eummer Two bedroom, furnished
apartment Cloee to campus Cheap 3548829
Roommate needed tor Spring/Summer
Apt Comer ol S Coeege I Nepoleon.
near drive-thru. Reasonable. Cal Don
or Damon 354-8141
2 rmtee to ahare house tor Fel semester Cal

Ba 354-7545
Desperately needed: 2 roommatea to sublease
tor eummer Price negotiable Location greet'"
l45Manviea For more nlo 364-7285
F SUMMER ROOMMATE NEEDED ONLY
S200- WHOLE SUMMER 1 UTHJTIES NEW
BLDG OWN RM W/EXTRAS CALL 3530183 PEGGIE AFTER 4:00

1 or 2 lemale rmtee. tor '85-86 school year
Cloee to campus For more into cal 2-4615.
1 F rmte tor '85-68 school year 2 bdrma. 2
bathrooms Furnished Cal 2 3962 or 2-3973
rl siterested

FOR SAlfl VTvatar 2500 Fwah Retails al SSO.
eeahp. now lor $40 Good condition I have
netmctjon manual too Cal Sue at 372-2601
For tale Platlorm bed/can convert to bunk w/t
mattreoa Stained wood, almost new Beat offer
364-8486
For Sale Stereo w'cabmet
Colored Sytvarva TV
Cal 364-7780 after 6 00
ELECTRIC GUITAR AND 60 WATT AMPLIFIER
HOM6 USE OHLV - EXCELLENT CONOfTION
CALLRANOY 364-7316 AFTER 9 00pm
1976 Ford Grand Torino New brakes
eHemator $600 Cal 354-7282

new

IB7B Triumph Spit Fire convertible 4 speed.
good condition Great tummer carl Tan to Mr
King al 352-2528
FOR SALE: ISM SUNSIrtD. $2000, BEST
OFFER. 25,000 HUES. EXCELLENT SHAPE
182-4111 or SSW147
76 Vega rune wel. low
' 352 8230

i. $700

Cal

FUZZ BUSTERS FOR SALE: MICRO EVE
SUPREME B/W REAR VIEW MIRROR. USED
FOR t MOS (RED SMt.MI SELLING FOR
1200. CALL SAM OR FALU AT 152-tli2 or
1SMI14S
Needed to aaN: I mo. ok) Nlahlal 12 speed
bate, la In EsceHent condition Call Ron at
1H-7016 tar more Into.
FOR BALE: ISM SWtMRD 13200 OR BEST
OFFER (MAKE OFFER SOON) 2S.000 MILES
- EXCELLENT SHAPE H2-4S1S, 1M-6147.
Wedding Dress
BeautHul. antique style, Venetian lace Sue 7New, never worn- Price neoMMolo. 362-2264

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$120
par person par monm-unfum -4 paraon apt
$134
par paraon per montn-lum -4 parson apt.
Next to Sem B'a Real (across from Harehman)
FREE LOCK-OUT KEY SERVtCE-24 m./day
FREE HEAT S CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC. Library S Music BUg
Next to reetaurants, book store, laundry mat,
bank > carry-out Cal Tom al 352-1800 eve
I wkanda or 352-4673 Mori Frt m AM
Need Fe S Male students lo M houses a apts
A'i'eaarils now. Near campus Ph. 352-7366
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS
Across trom Harehman Dorm
Cal Tom at 352-1800 eve 1 wkanda
or 352 4673 Mon -f Ii In AM
Summer Leaaes Now Available
next* letting, pool. AC . I bedroom. $160
per month; 2 bedroom. S210per month Cal
364-3633. 12-6.
Houae trom May to August 20 $330'mo Cal

M 354-7545

_^

Sameatar laettt avaeable lor affloency apts
(Fal) $265Jmo fidudaa TV S Cable Al utj..
fury fum 364-3182 11-4

Apartments. Houses. Duplexes
Cal 354-2260 or 362-6563
John Newlove Reel Estate
318 E Wooster

Need rMtperatsry paraon or persons lo rent
apt. lor eummer or 1 year 2 bedrm, untum,
tree cable and more neeeonaole rent, al uta
Included except else Cal anytime 354-1546
Efficiency Apartment for Summer
$225 par month Cal 353-0036 after 8 00
pm

1 NEED TO BUY A COUPON BOOK. CALL BEN
AT 172-1171

2 F. NS roommatea needed tor 85-86 N
Summit I E Merry, Furniehed $ 1 25 mo Cal
Andres 354 7433 or Dawn 364-7515

SON)]

Rmte M or F. 85/86 yr. Lrge Apt. Fum..
PRIVATE BEDROOM. Nth spa ncl GRAO
STUDENT pref . S150 complete Laurie or
Steve 218-236-7766

For sale Girta 26" 10-apead. Now 364-7901
For safe Radar detector WhWtar apectrum
Pd S300 00 new Make oiler OCMB 3596
Ptetforrn Loll 1 yr old Excellent condition Muat
eel »125or reasonable Prior 2 1754
GOVERNMENT HOMES FROM SI
(U Repalrl Also dainquent tax property Cal 1
805-687 6000 Ext QH-9849 tor a^ilwSan.

Houeee 1 Apts lor 1985 86 school year
Smith Boons Rentals 352-8457 Mwn 124pm or 352-8917 after 6 00pm
I across from Oflenheuer 2 bdrm.
apt lor 3 or 4 AnHhH Summer S Fal. yra
lease $375.'mo oka ubWaa, depoelt Daytime
352-7505-a«t 49 Alter 5:30. 352-3408.
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Close lo campus
Cal 352-7454
1 bedroom apt
5 blocks from campus* 12 mo. lease
Cal 352 7454

For Sale- 1980 Yamaha 400cc S750 00 686
6197

2 bedroom apartments
Cal 352-7454

1983 750 Honda Shadow Motorcycle 2300
moss. excoStnt cond 435-1603 after 4 pm

Summer Rentals at speciel ratee tor HOUSES
ROOMS - APTS Phone 362-7365
any line

78 MOB 39.000 milee No rual Convertible
lop S4.200 or beat otter Cal (419) 698-1736
After 4 00.
QaTt 10 speed Dfce. S60 00 Cal 2-6644

2 bdrm apta tor 3 or 4 students 2 stmeeter >
rxivldual kttaat. Near campua Phone 3627385

2 bad suspended loft $200 1 year oU 372S1S3

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SUMMER APTS.
2 bedroom, furnished.
Asr cond., Laundry laellttlea
Cable TV i water
Paid by owner
1475.00 TOTAL
152-7112

Edited by Trade Mkhel Jaffe
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LMng room, bed room, ahare kitchen and bath,
no utHae. quart environment, available May
26 $160 mo Cal 362-5672 around 6 pm
THURSTW APARTMENTS
AIR CONDITIONING. FULLY CARPETED CA
BLEVISION. EFFtCtNCY. LAUNDRY FACtJTIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER S FALL
461 THURSTINAVE 352-5435
SUMMER/FALL RENTALS:
Modem, furnished, AC apta. ExceUerrl
location, rtaaonaett ram. l-BR (eummer
only) and 2 BR (tummer andlor next year)
Can 152-4 H4
1 or 2 paraone needed for Summer 2 bedroom
guwt apt wth AC only 1/2 block trom campua
CH Jim al 352-4794 or Chrta at 364-7327
2 bedroom apta saaapte Date 352 4380
12-4 Tuee-Set

ROCKLE DOE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm . turn apt
osstiweeher. extra storage
Comer ol S Coiege > Sixth
Cal 362-3841 124 or 354-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

SUMMER APARTMENT
2-3 temalea needed to rant 2 b room apt tor
lie eummer Close to campua1 (Across from
Kohl) nsaaonacta ram Cal 362-3743
1 bdrm turn apt Second St aval MU-Mav
Year state. Cal 362-3445
Two bedroom apartments lor eummer
2883.

362.

FOR FsSNT. Apt. duplex tor 3 people Lower
duplex for 4 people Phone 362-0838
Apt, summer rales fal. phone 352-0428

